INTRODUCTION
The cerebral neocortex (NCX) is stereotypically organized into six distinct layers. Both glutamatergic excitatory projection (aka pyramidal) neurons and GABAergic inhibitory neurons display laminar variations in their morphological, molecular, and functional properties (DeFelipe et al., 2013; Kwan et al., 2012; Leone et al., 2008; Molyneaux et al., 2007) . The proper development and function of cortical neurons depend on glial cells and the neurovascular system, whose distribution also appears to vary across layers and areas (Fonta and Imbert, 2002) .
The formation of layers occurs progressively and requires the orchestrated execution of a series of developmental events.
These events include the migration of young neurons into appropriate positions within the emerging NCX and development of specific neuronal dendritic arbors and axonal projections (Kwan et al., 2012; Leone et al., 2008; Molyneaux et al., 2007) , generation and maturation of glial cells (Rowitch and Kriegstein, 2010) , development of the neurovascular system (Tam and Watts, 2010) , emergence of early spontaneous activity and experience-driven activity (Kilb et al., 2011) , and synaptogenesis (West and Greenberg, 2011 ) and circuit refinement (Espinosa and Stryker, 2012) . The formation of cortical layers occurs in an inside out manner, with the deep layers (L) 5 and 6 (infragranular layers [IgLs] ) being formed first, followed by L4 (granular layer due to the presence of small-sized stellate and pyramidal neurons), and finally the superficial L2/3 (supragranular layers [SgLs] ).
Studies of transcriptional events involved in the development and function of neocortical layers have been greatly advanced with the emergence of high-throughput transcriptome-profiling techniques. A number of studies have analyzed the transcriptome of different mouse neocortical layers and/or areas at specific developmental time points (Arlotta et al., 2005; Belgard et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2005; Dillman et al., 2013; Han et al., 2011; Lein et al., 2007; Lyckman et al., 2008; Rossner et al., 2006; Sugino et al., 2006) . Also, these studies have largely focused on the expression of protein-coding mRNA, providing limited information on noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs), which play an important role in neural development and function (McNeill and Van Vactor, 2012) . In an attempt to profile the spatiotemporal transcriptome dynamics of both coding and ncRNA transcripts, we deep sequenced mRNA (mRNA-seq hereafter) and small ncRNA (smRNA-seq hereafter) transcripts from the IgL, L4, and SgL of the mouse somatosensory cortex (S1C hereafter) across multiple early postnatal time points and adult. After testing different RNA collection methods such as laser capture microdissection and fluorescence-activated cell sorting (data not shown), we opted to microdissect distinct cortical layers from tissue sections of the Dcdc2a-Gfp transgenic mouse (Heintz, 2004) , which expressed GFP in L4 of the S1C. This approach allowed us to distinguish IgL, L4, and SgL across different time points, sequence transcripts expressed in all neural and nonneural cell types present in these layers in vivo, and analyze transcripts present not only in cell somata but also those localized to neuronal dendrites and axons (Hengst and Jaffrey, 2007) . Furthermore, this approach does not expose cells to substantial chemical and mechanical manipulations or stress, which can distort RNA integrity and transcriptional states (Okaty et al., 2011) . Our initial data analysis provides functionally relevant insights into transcriptome dynamics of NCX layers and their relationship to specific neurodevelopmental processes.
RESULTS

Study Design, Data Generation, and Quality Assessment
In order to obtain a global and unbiased view of the transcriptional dynamics in the postnatal NCX, we analyzed the transcriptome of the IgL, L4, and SgL from the S1C of mouse brain at postnatal day 4 (P4) P6, P8, P10, P14, and P180 (adult). All experiments using animals were carried out in accordance with a protocol approved by Yale University's Committee on Animal Research and NIH guidelines. To delineate the layers, we used the Dcdc2a-Gfp reporter mouse that expressed GFP selectively in L4 of the S1C starting from around P2 ( Figure 1A ). We developed a microdissection protocol that lasted less than 2 hr and resulted in high yield and quality of RNA (RNA integrity number greater than eight) (Supplemental Experimental Procedures; Table S1A ).
We extracted total RNA from laminar samples microdissected from two mouse brains (one male and one female) per time point, for a total of 12 mice and 36 samples (Table S1A) . We analyzed the expression of several known layer-specific markers by quantitative real-time PCR to verify the accuracy of our laminar microdissection ( Figure 1B ). The mRNA-seq and smRNA-seq libraries, containing spike-in RNAs to tag samples and assess Figure S1 and Table S1. the quality of sequencing, were prepared according to manufacturer's instructions (Table S1B ). On average, we observed less than 2% of mismatches per read, indicative of high-quality sequenced reads ( Figure S1A ). Because we used a GFP reporter mouse, we mapped the mRNA-seq reads to the Gfp sequence and confirmed that L4 samples had consistently higher RPM (reads per million sequenced reads) values ( Figure 1C ). In addition, a list of known and well-characterized layer-specific marker genes was used to verify the identity of the samples after mRNA-seq ( Figures 1D, S1B , and S1C).
We obtained 611 million and 143 million single-end reads from the mRNA-seq and smRNA-seq samples, respectively. We found that approximately 431 million reads from the mRNAseq libraries uniquely matched to mouse reference genome, i.e., an average of >10 million reads per sample, with no particular laminar bias (Figures 1E and S1D ; Table S1A ). On average, only 3% of each autosomal chromosome was transcribed, slightly lower in sex chromosomes, whereas most of the mitochondrial chromosome was transcribed ($70%, Figure 1F ). As expected, all female samples had 0% hits on the reference genome for the Y chromosome. Next, we determined the number of exons of known protein-coding genes matched by uniquely mapped reads (i.e., the fraction of exons transcribed). On average, the ratio of transcribed exons in annotated protein-coding genes was $50% for the autosomal chromosomes, $38% for the X chromosome, $35% for the Y chromosome, and $70% of the mitochondrial chromosome ( Figure 1F ). The transcribed exons occupied the majority of mRNA-seq reads ($88.6%), and only $4.1% of reads were within intronic regions of known protein-coding genes ( Figure S1E ). Therefore, we found that 12,729 of protein-coding genes were reliably expressed (reads per kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads [RPKM] R1 in at least two samples) in any layer or time Table S2. point analyzed. The remaining $7.3% of reads aligned within intergenic regions ( Figure S1E ), suggesting the expression of novel transcripts including long intergenic noncoding RNAs (lincRNAs), a potentially interesting discovery in light of recent work on the possible regulatory function of lincRNA (Mercer and Mattick, 2013) .
As for smRNA-seq samples, the length of the 3 0 adaptor-clipped reads was clearly enriched for the microRNA (miRNA) length (i.e., 22 nt) ( Figure 1G ). Approximately 50 million high-quality reads were uniquely mapped ( Figure S1F ), i.e., an average of >1 million reads per sample ( Figure 1E ; Table S1A ). We found that 436 miRNAs were reliably expressed (reads count were ten or more in at least two samples). Among these, >80% of reads matched the top ten reliably expressed miRNAs, which belong to eight families (i.e., let-7, mir-25, mir-125, mir-28, mir-151, mir-127, mir-181, and mir-486) (Figure S1G ).
To assess similarities and differences among samples, we performed principal component analysis (PCA) for both mRNAseq and smRNA-seq samples. The results demonstrate that mRNA-seq samples cluster first according to the age of the mouse (PC1, 54.98%) and second to their laminar location (PC2, 11.76%) . In contrast, the contribution of age and laminar location to smRNA-seq samples was smaller .
We also performed hierarchical cluster analysis of mRNA-seq samples and found that samples from P6-P10 mice cluster together, whereas P4 samples cluster alone in one extreme, and P14 and adult samples cluster together in the other extreme ( Figure S3A ). These results suggest that P14 samples are molecularly more similar to adults than to any other early postnatal samples, whereas the molecular signature of P4 samples appeared to be distinct from P6-P10 and P14-adult mice. We also found that transcriptome differs more prominently across time and layers than it does between males and females ( Figure S2 ).
Spatiotemporal Expression of Coding RNAs and miRNAs
To identify differentially expressed (DEX) protein-coding genes and miRNAs, we used the R package DESeq (Anders and Huber, 2010) . DEX genes were split into three categories according to their differential expression across layers (spatial DEX [sDEX]), age (temporal DEX [tDEX]), or both (spatiotemporal DEX [stDEX] ). For these analyses, we only considered reliably expressed protein-coding genes and miRNA ( Figures S3B and S3C ). Additionally, only transcripts found to have a false discovery rate (FDR) <0.01 were considered as significant DEX transcripts.
Of all reliably expressed protein-coding genes (12,729), $10% (1,321) were tDEX, $5% (662) were sDEX, and $8% (1,051) were stDEX ( Figure 2C ; Table S2A ). Our analysis of the reliably expressed miRNAs (436) revealed that most were tDEX (86, $20%), whereas only $1% were sDEX, and $3% were stDEX ( Figure 2D ; Table S2B ). These results are in agreement with the PCA, which indicated that time had more influence on miRNA expression than location within NCX.
Gene function enrichment analysis of the protein-coding genes that were strictly tDEX revealed that these genes are highly associated with categories related to the cell membrane, synapses, and cell junctions and are mostly involved in ion channel activity or potassium ion transport (Bonferroni adjusted, p < 0.01) (Table S3A ) (Huang et al., 2009 ). On the other hand, protein-coding genes that were solely spatially regulated are mostly associated with categories related to the regulation of cell and vascular development, as well as neuronal differentiation (Bonferroni adjusted, p < 0.0001) (Table S3B ). Protein-coding genes that were both spatially and temporally DEX are most associated with categories related to the development of projection neurons, synapses, and cell-cell signaling (Bonferroni adjusted, p < 0.00001) (Table S3C ). These analyses suggest that we can use these data to explore molecular correlates of developmental events occurring during laminar maturation.
Spatiotemporal Alternative Splicing
Alternative splicing (AS) is a process by which one precursor mRNA (pre-mRNA) can give rise to more than one distinct mature mRNA via combination of alternative exon usage (Nilsen and Graveley, 2010) . We analyzed five basic splicing modalities: cassette exon(s), mutually exclusive exon(s), alternative donors or acceptors, alternative first or last exon, and intron retention ( Figures 3A, S3D , and S3E; Table S4 ). Similar to DEX analysis, we divided the differentially alternative splicing (DAS) events into three categories: spatial (sDAS), temporal (tDAS), and spatiotemporal (stDAS). We found that tDAS events were more abundant than sDAS or stDAS events ( Figure 3A) . Additionally, DAS events were split into known and newly identified groups ( Figure 3A ; Table S4 ). It is noteworthy that the apparent enrichment of newly identified DAS of alternative donors/acceptors and alternative first exon modalities may be skewed by the existence of more reads matching the 3 0 end of transcripts than the 5 0 end, as well as by reads that cannot distinguish introns or adjacent exons.
mRNA-seq can reliably identify cassette exon events. As an example, we confirmed a predicted cassette exon of Dlg2 (aka Psd-93) gene and found that it was temporally regulated ( Figures  3B and 3C ). There are three mouse RefSeq RNAs registered for mouse Dlg2 (isoform 1-3). During the first week of postnatal development, we detected reads that span an exon common to Dlg2 isoforms 1 and 3 (exons 17 and 5, respectively), hereafter referred to as exon X, to exon 9 present in Dlg2 isoform 2. We also detected reads that span exon 9 to another exon common to Dlg2 isoforms 1, 2, and 3 (exons 18, 10, and 6, respectively), hereafter referred to as exon Y. These observations suggest that the exons ''X-9-Y'' are being coexpressed in the same transcript. Interestingly, around P6, we can also detect a junction that connects exons X and Y, which become the main junction present at P14 and the only junction expressed in adulthood. We confirmed this observation by PCR analysis and observed that the cassette exons ''X-9-Y'' and ''X-Y'' have inverse expression profiles with the first peaking at P6 and fading out after and the second appearing around P6 and increasing into adulthood ( Figure 3D ).
In humans, the orthologous ''X-9-Y'' cassette exons are described in DLG2 gene isoforms 2 and 4. However, these exons are not included in the RefSeq RNA, and thus, their isoform expression was not reported in previous exon array studies of the developing human brain (Johnson et al., 2009; Kang et al., 2011; Pletikos et al., 2014) . We performed PCR analysis in human S1C of equivalent developmental periods (http://www. translatingtime.net; Table S1C). We observed that the human ''X-9-Y'' versus ''X-Y'' cassette exons were expressed in similar pattern to that detected in mouse tissue samples ( Figure 3D ), indicating that this is a conserved developmental variant.
DLG2 encodes a postsynaptic density protein known as PSD-93 and is a member of the membrane-associated guanylate kinase (MAGUK) family (Hough et al., 1997) . The Havana project has predicted, based on expressed sequence tags, the existence of a processed transcript containing the cassette exon ''X-9-Y.'' Our data provide direct evidence of the expression of the cassette exon ''X-9-Y.'' Because we do not know the entire structure of the mouse transcript containing the exon cassette ''X-9-Y'' and resulting changes in the protein sequence, it is difficult to predict the functional consequence of its expression. However, it is noteworthy that the cassette exon ''X-9-Y'' matches a genomic region of Dlg2 isoform 1 that sits between the hook and GK protein domains that are thought to be involved in defining the subcellular localization of MAGUK proteins (Hough et al., 1997) , as well as their ability to bind other proteins (Brenman et al., 1998; Paarmann et al., 2002) . Moreover, a recent report described a similar AS event in Dlg4 (aka Psd-95) that seems to be important for the regulation of neuronal synapse maturation (Zheng et al., 2012) . Together, these findings illuminate the spatiotemporal 
Developmental and Laminar Specificity of Coexpression Networks
Coexpressed genes share spatiotemporal localization and often participate in the same biological processes (Barabá si and Oltvai, 2004; Oldham et al., 2008; Johnson et al., 2009; Kang et al., 2011) . We therefore performed weighted gene coexpression network analysis (WGCNA) to construct and visualize modules of coexpressed genes across all samples (Langfelder and Horvath, 2008) . We identified 40 modules with distinct spatiotemporal patterns that are characterized by the trajectories of module's eigengenes ( Figure S4 ). M40 (n = 14 genes) shows sex-biased expression of genes (i.e., Y chromosomeenriched genes) and was thus excluded from downstream analyses. Of the other 39 modules, we performed hierarchical cluster analysis and found that they can be organized into five clusters ( Figure 4A ). The first (cluster I) and fifth (cluster V) are temporal clusters, in which the expression of clustered genes is increasing and decreasing along time points, respectively, in an anticorrelated fashion ( Figure 4B ). The remaining clusters Table S5. are mainly spatially defined (i.e., cluster II is IgL enriched, cluster III is SgL enriched, and cluster IV is L4 enriched).
Functional Annotation of Coexpression Networks
Gene function enrichment analysis revealed that a large fraction of genes grouped in a given module is associated with a specific biological process (Table S5) . Interestingly, some biological categories were significantly enriched (Bonferroni adjusted, p < 0.01) in more than one module. For example, cluster III modules M5 and M7 were associated with blood vessel development (Table S5 ). However, in M5, we found genes involved in the initial stages of angiogenesis (Notch1, Robo4, and Angpt2), whereas in M7, we found genes involved in later stages of angiogenesis (Tek and EphB4) (Chung and Ferrara, 2011) .
Due to the presence of multiple cell types in our tissue samples, we wanted to investigate whether the genes clustered in our 40 modules could be associated with the developmental program of a specific neural cell type (i.e., neurons, astrocytes, and oligodendrocytes). For this analysis, we intersected each module with lists of genes enriched in each neural cell type (Cahoy et al., 2008) . We found that each module tends to be enriched in a defined neural cell type ( Figure S5 ). Interestingly, modules M5 and M7 were enriched in astrocyte-enriched genes (binomial test, p = 6.4 3 10 À51 and p = 4.7 3 10 À5 , respectively), which is in agreement with known interaction between astrocyte and blood vessel development (Zerlin and Goldman, 1997) ( Figure 4C ). Additionally, we found that cluster II (IgL enriched) and cluster IV (L4 enriched) had a higher percentage of oligodendrocyte-and neuron-enriched genes than astrocyte-enriched genes (chi-square test, p = 1 3 10 À35 and p = 4.4 3 10 À24 , respectively), which is in contrast to cluster III (SgL enriched) ( Figure 4D ). Interestingly, the ratio of immature/mature astrocytes was significantly higher in cluster III compared to clusters II and IV (chi-square test, p = 9.2 3 10 À7 , Figure 4E ). Together, these observations are consistent with the inside outside progressive maturation of neural cell types in developing neocortical layers.
We also analyzed the degree of connectivity among the top ten hub genes within each module (M1-M39) and among different modules within each cluster (I-V) (Figures 5 and S6 ). The hub genes were selected based on gene expression profile proximity to that of the respective eigengene, and the degree of connectivity was assessed based on the coexpression correlation coefficiency (Table S5) . We found that modules enriched in genes highly expressed in a specific neural cell type were more interconnected than they were connected with modules of genes enriched in a different neural cell type ( Figure 5A ). This observation suggests that some modules are associated with the development of a distinct neural cell type.
Interestingly, we also observed that intermodular connections could happen between different cell types. For example, in spatial cluster II, M13 genes were highly connected to four hub genes in M27 (Slc25A22, Tmem163, Trbj2-3, and Sema5A) and two hub genes in M31 (Prkce and EphA7) ( Figure 5B ). M13 showed functional enrichment in genes associated with behavior and cell morphogenesis in neuronal differentiation, whereas M27 shows functional enrichment in genes associated with oligodendrocyte development (Table S5) . Of the four genes in M27 interconnected with the M13 genes, Sema5A was enriched in the IgL and previously reported to be expressed in early postnatal oligodendrocytes (Cahoy et al., 2008) . However, consistent with our finding of association of Sema5a with both infragranular oligodendrocytic and neuronal modules (M27 and M13, respectively), examination of its expression pattern in early postnatal mice in the Allen Brain Atlas (http://developingmouse. brain-map.org) revealed that Sema5a could be expressed by both oligodendrocytes and neurons in the IgL. Furthermore, analyses of whole-body and retinal oligodendrocyte conditional Sema5A knockout mice indicated a key role of this semaphorin in retinal axon outgrowth (Goldberg et al., 2004; Matsuoka et al., 2011) . Interestingly, in humans, SEMA5A is an autism risk gene, and epigenetic studies show that it is highly methylated in nonneuronal cells of autistic patients (Shulha et al., 2012; Weiss et al., 2009 ). Thus, Sema5a may play an important role in linking different gene modules, and alterations in its function may have pleiotropic effects in the developing NCX. Furthermore, these and other related findings suggest that there is considerable overlap in transcriptional programs and possible crosstalk between developing neural cell types undergoing distinct biological processes.
miRNA-mRNA Relationships
Protein-coding transcript levels can be posttranscriptionally regulated by the activity of miRNA. These small RNA molecules of 20-24 nt are known to silence mRNA translation through sequence-specific targeting (Bartel, 2009) . This prompted us to analyze miRNA-mRNA relationships in the context of spatiotemporal dynamics across neocortical layers and development ages.
We first used TargetScan to find putative miRNA targets based on sequence complementarity to mRNA 3 0 UTR of reliably expressed protein-coding genes ( Figure S7A ) (Grimson et al., 2007) . Next, we compared the expression profile between miRNA-mRNA pairs and selected the top anticorrelated pairs with rank scores R80 because these most likely represent downregulation of the target mRNAs (Table S6) (Lu et al., 2011) . To determine whether one miRNA could have enhanced activity toward a particular spatial or temporal cluster or certain neural cell type, we looked for the distribution of the targeted mRNAs throughout the spatiotemporal clusters previously analyzed and filtered them for neural cell-type enrichment.
Overall, there were no significant differences in enrichment of targeted mRNAs clustered in temporal, spatial, or spatiotemporal modules ( Figure S7B ). However, we found that 32 miRNAs preferentially targeted mRNAs that cluster in predominantly temporal modules (i.e., clusters I and V), and 8 miRNAs targeted preferentially mRNAs that cluster in predominantly spatial modules (i.e., clusters II-IV) ( Figure S7C ). We focused our attention on the putative targets of the most reliably expressed miRNAs to increase our confidence in any possible miRNA-mRNA regulatory interaction. One of these miRNAs is miR-92b, whose 119 anticorrelated mRNA targets were enriched in the IgL cluster (binomial test, FDR < 0.01) (Figures 6A and S7C) and in neurons and oligodendrocytes (binomial test, p = 0.01 and p = 0.002, respectively; Figure 6C ). There was a strong anticorrelation between the normalized expression trajectory of miR-92b and See also Figure S7 and Table S6. the expression profile of its putative target mRNAs (Pearson correlation, R = À0.74; Figure 6A ). One of the mRNAs predicted as a target of miR-92b is Foxp2, which is enriched in IgL projection neurons ( Figures 1D, and 6B ; Table S5 ). In addition, we also predict that Foxp2 is targeted by other miRNAs ( Figure 6C ), suggesting that the regulation of Foxp2 levels in neocortical cells occurs through multiple miRNAs.
By combining the temporal and spatial expression profiles of putative targeted mRNAs, we observed patterns of miRNA expression that revealed spatiotemporal aspects of gene regulation that were previously obscure. In addition, analysis of miRNAs that target mRNAs enriched in specific neural cell types may help to predict the mechanism of action of particular miRNAs.
Transcriptional Correlates of Neurodevelopmental Events
To gain insights into progression of major neurodevelopmental processes across different layers and time points, we explored expression trajectories of genes associated with the development of neuronal morphology (i.e., axonogenesis and dendritogenesis), synaptogenesis, and neural activity (i.e., excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmissions, and experience-driven activity) ( Figure 7A ; Table S7 ). As expected, the expression patterns of genes associated with axonogenesis were generally downregulated across time, whereas genes involved in synaptogenesis and neural activity were upregulated. Genes previously associated with dendritogenesis did not seem to have a signature trajectory ( Figure 7A ). This might be due to the multiple roles Table S7. that these molecules have in development. Interestingly, the expression of the majority of genes associated with experience-driven activity (i.e., immediate early genes [IEGs]) increased dramatically after P8 first in L4, followed closely in IgL, and more robustly after P10 in SgL ( Figure 7A , gray shade). This increment in expression of IEGs coincides with the emergence of exploratory whisking around P11-P14 (Takatoh et al., 2013) . The fact that not all layers respond at the same time to sensory input is reflective of the sequential maturation of the neocortical layers in an inside first-outside last fashion. Indeed, the same trend was consistently observed with the other neurodevelopmental processes.
We also used our data set to identify genes that may be involved in developmental sculpting of dendritic morphology of L4 spiny stellate cells (SSCs) in S1C. These L4 excitatory neurons aggregate to form barrel-like structures that surround clusters of thalamocortical afferents (TCAs) relaying information from individual facial whiskers (Li and Crair, 2011; Li et al., 2013) . During early postnatal development, two morphological changes occur in immature L4 excitatory neurons: they cease to have a distinct apical dendrite, growing dendrites of roughly equal size; and they direct their dendrites toward one specific TCA bundle ( Figure 7B ). Multiple lines of evidence suggest that thalamic activity plays an important role in regulating these morphological transformations of L4 neurons (Callaway and Borrell, 2011; Li et al., 2013) . However, the molecular mechanisms underlying these changes are unknown.
We hypothesized that genes involved in SSC dendritic development should be enriched in L4 between P4 and P6, after which their expression may decrease. Expression profiles of four genes matched this expression pattern: Fat3, Lhfp, Ptgfrn, and Tgfbr1 ( Figure 7C ). Interestingly, all four genes encode transmembrane proteins involved in signal transduction that lead to a plethora of physiological (e.g., cell differentiation) and pathological (e.g., schizophrenia) processes. Analysis of Fat3 expression in the Allen Brain Atlas (http://developingmouse.brain-map.org; Lein et al., 2007) confirms its enrichment in S1C at P4, but not afterward. Additionally, the atypical cadherin FAT3 has recently been shown to control the dendritic morphology of retinal neurons (Deans et al., 2011) . Thus, Fat3 is a plausible candidate for regulating SSC dendritic development.
DISCUSSION
Here, we profiled the neocortical developmental transcriptome by deep sequencing both mRNAs and smRNAs in the S1C, across different layers and multiple developmental time points. All generated data are publicly available in the Mouse NCX Transcriptome database (http://medicine.yale. edu/lab/sestan/resources/index.aspx), providing the basis for a variety of future investigations and comparisons with other transcriptome-related data sets.
Our analysis revealed that time, more than space (layers) or sex, defines the dynamics of coding and noncoding transcripts in the mouse S1C. In particular, P4 neocortical transcriptome was substantially different from the one at P6, P8, and P10, which were similar to each other; and P14 was more similar to adult than to P6-P10 or P4. This segregation likely reflects the progression of major neurodevelopmental processes. Neuronal migration of the last neurons to the SgL is believed to cease around P3-P4 (Kwan et al., 2012) . Interestingly, Mdga1, which has been specifically implicated in the migration of SgL neurons (Takeuchi and O'Leary, 2006) , shows maximal expression at P4 in the SgL and L4, with subsequent decline ( Figure 1D ). After P4, there is a period of approximately 1.5 weeks of intensive elaboration of axons and dendrites, development of the vascular system, and overproduction of synapses and spines (Ashby and Isaac, 2011; Yu et al., 1994 ; Figure 7A ). Around P14, mice open their eyes and begin to exhibit exploratory behavior and coordinated movement of their whiskers, more indicative of independent adult behaviors.
In addition to general temporal transcriptional change, there is also a spatial gradient in maturation among layers due to the inside first-outside last nature of laminar differentiation. Accordingly, at the level of protein-coding genes, our samples also segregated according to their laminar identities (i.e., IgL, L4, and SgL). Gene function enrichment analysis of the sDEX genes as well as the analysis of the signature trajectory of neocortical developmental events reflected the inside out gradient of laminar maturation (Table S3D) . Genes enriched in the IgL (inside) were associated with the development of neuronal morphology because these layers are the first to go through the elaboration of dendritic trees and long-reaching axons, whereas those enriched in L4 were genes associated with signal transduction (e.g., G protein-coupled receptors) and synapse and channel activity, consistent with the specific function of this layer as main recipient of thalamic afferents and its dependence on thalamocortical neurotransmission (Li et al., 2013) . On the other hand, the genes enriched in SgL (outside) were those associated with cell adhesion, suggestive of the ongoing processes of cell migration and blood vessel development, and there was no enrichment in genes associated with neuronal development, a hint at its less mature state.
Both WCGNA and hypothesis-driven analysis reinforced their value in identifying genes and networks associated with distinct biological processes. We were able to uncover transcriptional overlaps between known phenotypic interactions (e.g., blood vessel development and astrogliogenesis) and provide mechanistic insights into related biological processes (e.g., neuronal activity and gene expression). Furthermore, we also identified gene candidates for regulating neurodevelopmental processes specific to a layer or area, such as the developmental sculpting of dendritic morphology of L4 SSCs. Finally, we also demonstrated that one can embrace the cellular and molecular complexity of distinct layers for integrated data analysis by combining our data with available data on specific neural cell types.
In addition, this data set is also helpful in analyzing the laminar and temporal expressions of genes linked to psychiatric and neurological disorders. Our initial analysis revealed that some genes linked to schizophrenia (i.e., Zfp804a) or autism (i.e., Fezf2, Sema5a, Sox5, and Tbr1) are enriched in IgL during development ( Figure 1D ). Together with similar findings from a recent study on the expression of autism-related genes in the human NCX (Willsey et al., 2013) , the development of IgL projection neurons and their circuits might be affected in these disorders.
The mRNA-seq data set further allows the study of the expression profile of new gene isoforms (e.g., Dlg2), which should prove especially valuable for the study of gene expression and AS across development and species (Keren et al., 2010) . Additionally, the smRNA-seq data set enables the identification of distinct spatiotemporal profiles of miRNAs and potential miRNA-mRNA interactions (e.g., miR-92b and Foxp2). The data presented here and other neural cell-typespecific miRNA data sets (see Jovi ci c et al., 2013) should provide valuable resources for interpreting these putative interactions.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Laminar Microdissection
Dcdc2a-Gfp reporter mice were acutely sacrificed, and the brain was submerged in ice-cold oxygenated artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) for 5 min. Using a vibratome, we prepared live sagittal brain slices (250 mm), kept in ice-cold and oxygenated ACSF at all times. Layers were dissected under a fluorescence stereoscope and collected into separate safe-lock microcentrifuge tubes with 30 ml of RNAlater.
RNA Extraction and Library Preparation
Tissue homogenization was performed by adding stainless steel beads (Next Advance) and 2 vol of lysis buffer to the tube with tissue and homogenized in the Bullet Blender (Next Advance) for 1 min at speed 6. Total RNA was extracted using RNeasy Plus Mini Kit (QIAGEN). cDNA libraries were prepared using the TruSeq mRNA and TruSeq SmallSample Prep Kits (Illumina), as per the manufacturer's instructions with some modifications (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
Read Filtering, Processing, and Alignment The mRNA-seq reads were aligned to mouse reference genome (NCBI37/ mm9) using TopHat (v.1.0.13) (Trapnell et al., 2009 ) with up to two mismatches. The uniquely mapped reads were used to calculate the expression level of genes annotated in Ensembl (NCBI37/mm9, released version 63) using RSEQTools (Habegger et al., 2011) . The smRNA-seq reads were clipped and aligned to miRNA and pre-miRNA retrieved from miRBase (released version 18) using miRanalyzer (released version 0.2) with up to one mismatch (Hackenberg et al., 2011; Kozomara and Griffiths-Jones, 2011) . The reads uniquely aligned to either library were taken to calculate the reads count for miRNA. Reads aligned to pre-miRNA but not miRNA were attributed to divergence from the consensus sequence and then were assigned to miRNA based on their aligned locus. See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for more details.
Data Quality Assessment of mRNA-Seq and smRNA-Seq
The spike-in RNAs were added to the libraries to tag samples. The percentage of mismatches within sequenced spike-in RNA reads was considered sequencing errors. The sequencing quality score of smRNA-seq reads was evaluated by FastQC. We surveyed the expression landscape across chromosomes by determining the fraction of genome and exons transcribed for each chromosome. To investigate the relationship between samples, we used R package prcomp to perform PCA for mRNA-seq and smRNA-seq samples. In addition, we used WGCNA to perform average-linkage hierarchical clustering for mRNA-seq samples. See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for more details.
Spatiotemporal DEX Analysis
We used R package DESeq to identify DEX genes and miRNAs between different layers and between different ages (Anders and Huber, 2010) . FDR <0.01 was chosen to detect statistically significant DEX transcripts. See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for more details.
Alternative Splicing and Intron Retention
We used JuncBASE to identify AS events (Brooks et al., 2011) . We performed pairwise comparisons between different layers and between different ages. For the AS events expressed in both variables, we used a threshold of FDR <0.01. For AS events expressed only in one variable, we used the supported reads count >25 as the threshold. We used RSEQtools to build intron annotations and calculated the RPKM and reads count (Habegger et al., 2011) . The combination of RPKM R0.5 and raw reads count of ten or more was used as the threshold. We used an RPKM fold change of greater than two to detect spatial and temporal differences in intron retention events. See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for more details.
qRT-PCR and Exon-Specific PCR One microgram of total RNA of each sample was used for cDNA synthesis using SuperScript III First-Strand Synthesis SuperMix (Invitrogen). TaqMan Gene Expression Assay was used for each gene of interest along with TaqMan Universal Master Mix (Applied Biosystems). Exon-specific high-melting temperature primers were designed using NCBI/Primer-BLAST (http://www. ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-blast/) (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). PCR was performed using Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (New England Biolabs), as per manufacturer's instruction.
Weighted Gene Coexpression Network Analysis
We used R package WGCNA to perform WGCNA (Langfelder and Horvath, 2008) . In each module, the top ten genes highly correlated with modular eigengene were selected as modular hub genes to build and visualize inter-and intramodule connectivity using Cytoscape (Smoot et al., 2011) . See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for more details.
miRNA-mRNA Regulation Prediction
We retrieved conserved miRNA-mRNA regulation pairs from TargetScan database (released version 6.2). We then used lasso_mir.R to predict the regulation between mRNA and miRNA expression levels (Lu et al., 2011) with rank score R80. Finally, we used TargetScan database and Lasso prediction to calculate the proportion of targeted mRNAs. We used FDR <0.01 to detect reliable cluster-enriched miRNAs. See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for more details.
ACCESSION NUMBERS
The raw sequencing reads have been deposited in NCBI Sequence Read Archive under the accession number SRP031888. The spatiotemporal pattern for each module was summarized by the trajectory of the modular eigengene values, in which the eigengene was plotted against age. The trajectories for SgL (blue), L4 (green) and IgL (red) samples were separated and smoothed by loess function in R software. The full and empty circles represent the male and female samples respectively, and are differentially colored according to layers. The module index and the number of modular genes were indicated above the plot. In Cahoy et al. 2008 , around six thousand genes were reported to be enriched in neurons, oligodendrocytes and astrocytes. These genes were intersected with our gene set of each module. The proportions of intersected genes were normalized to the same scale across cell types to facilitate the visualization of cell type specific enrichment per module. Additionally, the enrichment for each and between cell types were estimated by binomial and chi-square statistic test. The inter-and intra-modular hub genes connectivity for four additional clusters as labeled. In each cluster, we calculated the Pearson correlation between hub genes. Gene pairs with correlation coefficients larger than 0.7 were chosen for network visualization. Cytoscape (Smoot et al., 2011) was used to visualize this network, in which genes were depicted as circles and the correlated genes were connected by lines. The "un-weighted force-directed layout" parameter was used to optimize the network visualization. Supplemental Tables are provided in a single Microsoft Excel file   Table S1 . Sample Metadata, Spike-In RNAs and Human Donor Metadata, Related to Figure  1 (A)This table summarizes the information for 36 samples and high throughput sequencing, providing age (range is P4 to adult), layer (SgL, L4 and IgL), sex (6 males and 6 females), and RNA integrity number (RIN, range is 8.5 to 10) for each individual sample. For the sequencing information, it provides the spike-in master (tagging mRNA-seq samples), TruSeq index (barcode), HiSeq lane and uniquely mapping reads for mRNA-seq (median > 10 million) and smRNA-seq (median > 1 million) data. (B) List of spike-in RNAs used for mRNA-seq sample tagging and sequencing quality control. In total, 10 spike-in RNAs with different concentrations were used. The length and GC content were provided for each spike-in RNA. Additionally, the 18 pairs of spike-in RNAs used for sample tagging were provided. (C) Metadata from human tissue is presented, including specimen ID, age (range is 12PCW to 30 year), sex (4 males and 6 females), postmortem interval (PMI, which ranged from 2 to 20 hours), pH of cerebellum (range is 6 to 6.92), ethnicity, cause of death, and medical history.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures
SUPPLEMENTAL TABLES
Table S2. Differentially Expressed Genes and miRNAs, Related to Figure 2
(A) Differentially expressed protein-coding genes between layers at any age and between ages at any layer. These DEX genes were identified from reliably expressed protein-coding genes (RPKM ≥ 1 in at least 2 samples) and the difference threshold is adjusted p-value (FDR < 0.01). (B) Differentially expressed miRNAs between layers at any age and between ages at any layer. These DEX miRNAs were identified from reliably expressed miRNAs (reads count ≥ 10 in at least 2 samples) and the difference threshold is adjusted p-value (FDR < 0.01). Table S3 . Gene Function Enrichment Analyses for sDEX, tDEX, stDEX and DEX for Three Stages, Related to Results and Discussion (A-C) The tables summarize the gene function enrichment analyses for 3034 spatiotemporal differentially expressed genes. It was generated using DAVID Bioinformatics Resources (http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/). The associated gene list and statistical enrichment significance assessment were provided for each function term. (D)The hierarchical sample clustering analysis showed three isolated stages: P4, P6 to P10, and P14 and adult ( Figure S3A ). The gene function enrichment analyses, generated using DAVID Bioinformatics Resources, were performed for spatial DEX genes in each layer and each stage. The associated gene list and statistic enrichment significance assessment were provided for each function term. Table S4 . Alternative Spliced Genes, Related to Figure 3 Investigation of five basic splicing modalities: cassette exon(s), mutually exclusive exon(s), alternative donors or acceptors, alternative first or last exon, and intron retention. The first four modalities were identified by software JuncBASE with the requirement of > 25 supported reads and FDR < 0.01 as the difference threshold. The intron retention events were identified by software RSEQtools with the requirement of intronic RPKM ≥ 0.5, intronic reads count ≥ 10, and RPKM fold change > 2 as the difference threshold. The differentially alternative spliced (DAS) genes were surveyed between layers at any age and between ages at any layer. List of 40 modules identified by weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA). The reliability of detected modules was checked/re-organized by custom R script to ensure that a gene had its largest correlation with its modular eigengene. The top 10 genes highly correlated with modular eigengenes were chosen as the modular hub genes. The gene function enrichment analyses for 40 modules generated using DAVID Bioinformatics Resources. The associated gene list and statistic enrichment significance assessment were provided for each function term. Table S6 . miRNA-mRNA Interaction Pairs, Related to Figure 6 List of predicted interaction pairs of miRNA-mRNA by software lasso_mir.R with using the sequenced-based prediction from TargetScan database and the expression values for mRNA and miRNA. The pairs with rank score ≥ 80 were chosen as reliable miRNA-mRNA interactions. List of genes used to study the signature trajectory of neocortex developmental events concerning neuronal morphology, synaptogenesis and activity. Genes found to be enriched in certain layer(s) are indicated accordingly.
EXTENDED EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Introduction
In this Supplemental Information we provided technical descriptions of data generation and analyses. We also made available additional data that were discussed in the main manuscript. Finally, we presented supplemental figures and tables generated from sample metadata and specific gene lists.
Laminar Microdissection
We took advantage of the Dcdc2a-Gfp reporter mouse generated by the GENSAT project (Heintz, 2004) in which GFP was preferentially expressed in the postnatal L4 starting around P2. Mice were decapitated and the brain was removed immediately from the skull and submerged in ice-cold oxygenated artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) for 5 min. Using a vibratome (Leica VT 1200 S) we prepared live sagittal brain slices (250 m thick), keeping the cutting brain and cut slices submerged in oxygenated ACSF at ice-cold temperature at all times to reduce enzymatic activity and RNA degradation. The dissection of SgL (L2/3 including marginal zone or L1, and pia), L4 and IgL (L5/6 including subplate or white matter) was performed on each 250 m slice, while keeping the section submerged in ice-cold ACSF inside a petri dish, using a scalpel and a dissecting needle under a fluorescence stereoscope (Discovery V8, Zeiss). Each sample was collected into a safe-lock microcentrifuge tube (Eppendorf) with 30 L of RNAlater®, for subsequent total RNA extraction.
RNA Isolation, Library Preparation and Sequencing
RNA Extraction
A bead mill homogenizer (Bullet Blender, Next Advance) was used to homogenize the tissue. Each tissue sample was transferred to a safe-lock microcentrifuge tube (Eppendorf). A mass of stainless steel beads (Next Advance, cat# SSB14B) equal to the mass of the tissue was added to the tube. Two volumes of lysis buffer were added to the tube. Samples were mixed in the Bullet Blender for 1 min at a speed of six. Samples were visually inspected to confirm desired homogenization and then incubated at 37 °C for 5 min. The lysis buffer was added up to 0.6 ml, and samples were mixed in the Bullet Blender for 1 min. Total RNA was extracted using RNeasy Plus Mini Kit (Qiagen). Optical density values of extracted RNA were measured using NanoDrop (Thermo Scientific) to confirm an A 260 :A 280 ratio above 1.9. RIN was determined for each sample using Bioanalyzer RNA 6000 Nano Kit or Bioanalyzer RNA 6000 Pico Kit (Agilent) (Table S1A), depending upon the total amount of RNA.
Library Preparation and Sequencing for mRNA
The cDNA libraries were prepared using the TruSeq mRNA Sample Prep Kit (Illumina) as per the manufacturer's instructions with some modifications. Briefly, polyA RNA was purified from 1 µg of total RNA using oligo (dT) beads. Quaint-IT RiboGreen RNA Assay Kit (Invitrogen) was used to quantitate purified mRNA with the NanoDrop 3300 (Thermo Scientific). Following mRNA quantitation, 2.5 µl spike-in master mixes, containing five different types of RNA molecules at varying amount (2.5 × 10 -7 to 2.5 × 10 -14 mol), were added per 100 ng of mRNA (Jiang et al., 2011) , (Tables S1A and S1B ). The spike-in RNAs were synthesized by External RNA Control Consortium (ERCC) by in vitro transcription of de novo DNA sequences or of DNA derived from the B. subtilis or the deep-sea vent microbe M. jannaschii. Both genomes were generous gifts of Dr. Mark Salit at The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). Each sample was tagged by adding a pair of spike-in RNAs unique to the region from which the sample was taken. Also, an additional three common spike-ins were added for controlling sequencing error rates. Spike-in sequences are available at http://www.hbatlas.org/files/spike_in.fa. The mixture of mRNA and spike-in RNAs was subjected to fragmentation, reverse transcription, end repair, 3'-end adenylation, and adaptor ligation, followed by PCR amplification and SPRI bead purification (Beckman Coulter). The unique barcode sequences were incorporated in the adaptors for multiplexed high-throughput sequencing. The final product was assessed for its size distribution and concentration using Bioanalyzer DNA 1000 Kit (Agilent). For mRNAsequencing, 6 libraries were pooled per HiSeq lane sequencing (Table S1A ) and diluted to 10 nM in EB buffer (Qiagen) and then denatured using the Illumina protocol. The denatured libraries were diluted to 15 pM, followed by cluster generation on a single-end HiSeq flow cell (v1.5) using an Illumina cBOT, according to the manufacturer's instructions. The HiSeq flow cell was run for 75 cycles using a single-read recipe (v2 sequencing kit) according to the manufacturer's instructions.
Library Preparation and Sequencing for Small RNA
The TruSeq Small RNA Sample Kit (Illumina) was used to prepare cDNA libraries as per the manufacturer's instructions. Briefly, 1 µg of total RNA was ligated with 3'-and then 5'-adapters, followed by reverse transcription and PCR amplification. The PCR utilizes 48 different types of primer that will add 48 different index sequences to the adapters. Each library was assessed for the presence of desired miRNA population by Bioanalyzer High Sensitivity DNA Kit. We pooled 20 and 19 samples (Table S1A) with distinct indexes, which allow subsequent retrieval of each sample from multiplexed sequencing runs. Each pooled library was size-selected by gel excision. The final product was assessed for its size distribution and concentration using Bioanalyzer DNA 1000 Kit. The library was diluted to 10 nM in EB buffer and then denatured using the Illumina protocol. The denatured libraries were diluted to 15 pM, followed by cluster generation on a single-end HiSeq flow cell (v1.5) using an IlluminacBOT, according to the manufacturer's instructions. The HiSeq flow cell was run for 75 cycles using a single-read recipe (v2 sequencing kit) according to the manufacturer's instructions.
mRNA Sequencing Data Analyses
Reads Filtering, Processing and Alignment
Reads passed the default purify filtering of Illumina CASAVA pipeline (released version 1.7) and were aligned to mouse reference genome (NCBI37/mm9, July 2007), which was downloaded from the UCSC genome browser. We trimmed one nucleotide in 5'-end, leaving 74 nucleotide long reads for sequence alignment. We used Tophat (v1.0.13) to align the reads onto mouse reference genome (Trapnell et al., 2009) . We set multiple hit parameter (-g) equal to 1. Reads having multiple genomic hits were excluded, using solely uniquely mapped reads for all downstream analyses. We additionally changed the default 25 segment length to a larger 35 segment length to decrease the possibility of reads having multiple mapping. The segments are mapped independently, allowing up to 2 mismatches in each segment alignment.
Quality Assessment
As described below, several quality control measures were implemented throughout sample preparation and transcriptome data generation steps.
Spike-In Control RNAs
As mentioned in section 3.2, we used different combinations of two spike-in RNAs to tag different samples (Table S1B ). This tagging avoids mixing samples during library preparation or sample loading into the sequencer. In addition, three more common spike-in RNAs were added, combining with the two tagging spike-in RNAs to estimate the sequencing error rate of the sequencer. Since we knew the exact sequences of spike-in RNAs, the mismatches within sequenced reads from the reference spike-in RNAs were considered sequencing errors by the sequencer. Thus, the percentage of mismatches was used to quantify the sequencing error rate.
In principal, the sequencing error rate depends on the number of sequencing cycles. It is expected that the longer the read length is, the higher the error rate will be. The results showed that the median values of the percentage of mismatches in each sequencing cycle were less than 2%, which indicated the high quality of the sequenced reads. Also, we found slightly higher error rates at both ends of the reads, which meant that both PCR and other machine related issues were negligible ( Figure S1A ).
Transcribed Fraction of Genome/Exon across Each Chromosome
The mouse reference genome is composed of nineteen autosomal chromosomes, one mitochondrial chromosome and two sex chromosomes. The sequenced reads were aligned onto the mouse reference genome to calculate the percentage of reads mapping to each chromosome. In principal, the percentage should be proportional to chromosome length because of the expected uniformity of reads mapping to the genome ( Figure S1D ). Furthermore, we considered a genomic nucleotide to be transcribed when it was aligned by at least one read. The genome transcription ratio per chromosome was quantified by the proportion of transcribed nucleotides to the chromosome length ( Figure 1F) . Similarly, the ratio of transcribed exons per chromosome was quantified by the proportion of transcribed nucleotides to the sum of exon length within the chromosome ( Figure 1F ). The non-exon mapping reads were assigned to introns and intergenic regions ( Figure S1E ). Together, these data enabled the investigation of mRNA-seq genome uniformity and transcriptome coverage.
Layer Specific Marker Genes
A list of known and characterized layer specific marker genes were previously published Kwan et al., 2008; Nakagawa and O'Leary, 2003; Nieto et al., 2004) . Additionally, we used a recent mRNA-seq data from Belgard et al, 2011 for further characterization of layer specific markers (Figures S1B and S1C) (Belgard et al., 2011) 
Hierarchical Clustering and Principal Component Analysis
We used two approaches to do clustering analysis in order to ensure high quality of mRNA-seq data. Firstly, the "reads per kilobase of exon model per million mapped reads" (RPKM) values of reliably expressed protein-coding genes (see section 4.3) were log2 transformed and quantile normalized across all samples by R bioconductor limma (Smyth, 2004) . Subsequently, we used R package WGCNA to perform average-linkage hierarchical clustering (Hclust) of all samples based on the processed gene RPKM data by using 1-r as distance (or dissimilarity), where r was Spearman correlation. Hierarchical clustering revealed notable clustering of the samples firstly by ages and then by layers, which were represented by the different color bars under the cluster (age: orange (P4) yellow (P6) green (P8) blue (P10) violet (P14) black (adult); layer: blue (SgL), green (L4), red (IgL) ( Figure S3A ). There was no obvious sex clustering. The RIN values of the samples were all high and do not show any clustering ( Figure S3A ). On the other hand, we used R package prcomp to perform principal components analysis (PCA) on the processed gene RPKM data. Taking account of the comparable amount of attribution between PC2 and PC3, the plots between PC1 and PC3 were provided ( Figure S2 ) in addition to the plots between PC1 and PC2 (Figures 2A and S2) . Furthermore, each sample was differentially colored according to its sex, i.e. female (red) and male (blue). There was no significant clustering by sex ( Figure S2 ).
Gene and Exon Expression
The gtf formatted gene/exon/transcript annotations of mm9 reference genome were retrieved from Ensembl (NCBI37/mm9, released version 63). In total, 36,814 genes were annotated, including 22,667 protein-coding genes and 14,147 non-protein-coding genes. In this work, the mRNA-seq data analyses only focused on protein-coding genes because of the greater complexity and lower global expression values of non-protein-coding genes (Cabili et al., 2011) .. Hereafter, "gene" refers to a protein-coding gene. We used RSEQTools to calculate the gene expression (Habegger et al., 2011) . Briefly, we first used the mergeTranscripts program to generate the composite gene model in which the exons from different transcript isoforms were merged into the longest gene. Next, we used the program mrfQuantifier to calculate the reads count per gene, as well as the RPKM for each gene (Mortazavi et al., 2008) . To reduce false positive results, we focused on reliably expressed genes, which were defined by the requirement of RPKM ≥1 in at least 2 samples ( Figure S2B ). After these filters we obtained 12,729 reliably expressed protein-coding genes for the downstream analyses.
Spatiotemporal DEX Genes
We used R package DESeq to identify differentially expressed (DEX) genes (Anders and Huber, 2010) . The DEX genes were detected from the reliably expressed protein-coding genes. We did not investigate genes with low expression because they were prone to be affected by background noise. As mentioned in section 4.3, we generated two types of gene expression value. The reads count per gene served as the input for DESeq. Also, we used one male sample and one female sample for each layer at age. They were treated as biological replicates to improve the reliability of DEX genes because DESeq was more reliable at comparing groups with replicates. When performing the comparison, DESeq first gets the mean expression level as a joint estimate for both groups, and then calculates the difference as well as the p-value for the statistical significance of this change. The adjusted p-value was also calculated based on multiple testing with the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure, estimating the false discovery rate (FDR). In this work we set one stringent criterion, FDR < 0.01, so as to detect statistically significant DEX genes.
The DEX genes can be split into two types, spatial DEX (sDEX) genes and temporal DEX (tDEX) genes. Genes that were differentially expressed in at least one layer at any given age were defined as spatial DEX genes. Similarly, genes that were differentially expressed in at least one age in any given layer were defined as temporal DEX genes. To identify spatial DEX genes, we performed pairwise comparisons across layers in P4, P6, P8, P10, P14 and adult. The total spatial DEX genes were the summation of all pairwise-layer DEX genes. To identify temporal DEX genes, we did pairwise comparisons across ages in SgL, L4 and IgL. The total temporal DEX genes were the summation of all pairwise-age DEX genes (Table S2A) . We found that most of spatial DEX genes were temporally regulated, and half of temporal DEX genes were spatially regulated. Only a small number of spatial DEX genes were evenly expressed throughout all ages. These genes were reported as layer specific markers (see section 4.2.3). So, the sDEX genes were purified to genes that were differentially expressed between layers but not between ages, the tDEX genes were purified to genes differentially expressed between ages but not between layers. We introduced the third type of DEX genes, spatiotemporal DEX (stDEX) genes, to represent genes that were differentially expressed among layers and ages.
Alternative Splicing and Intron Retention
Reads mapping to exon-exon junctions allowed us to study gene splicing events. Although some papers propose the use of statistical tools to estimate the expression of the alternate gene transcripts, this cannot compare in accuracy to the use of detected exon-exon junction reads providing evidence of splicing events that actually occurred. In this work, we used JuncBASE (Junction Based Analysis of Splicing Events) to identify the six different types of alternative splicing (AS) events: cassette exon, alternative donor, alternative acceptor, mutually exclusive exons, alternative first exons, and alternative last exons (Brooks et al., 2011) . After performing the JuncBASE pipeline, we set two criteria to select statistically significant alternative splicing events. For the AS events expressed in both conditions, we used a threshold of FDR < 0.01. For the AS events expressed only in one condition, we used the supported reads count > 25 as the
